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WHAT IS

WORLD OF
FOOTBALL
WORLD OF FOOTBALL (WoF) is an

NFT collection of uniquely generated
„team captains“ with a variation
of over 2 trillion different trait

combinations that make each and
every NFT one of a kind.

Owning one of these captains will give
you access to both digital and real life
utilities like never seen before in an
NFT project.

Thank you for your interest in our

project and we hope this whitepaper
explains our plans, visions and how
we are set to accomplish it.
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WoF

WORLD OF FOOTBALL

When we started to kick around the idea of World of Football (WoF), our intent was
to create the first NFT project that had an impact in both of today‘s worlds, digital
and real, while hearkening back to the roots of football when clubs were owned by
the community. It is my hope that this whitepaper conveys the passion behind this
project, answers your questions, and compells you to become a member of the
WoF community.
Let‘s grow this community, increase the value of our tokens, and set the stage
for what will become the revolution of professional football.
Sincerely,

Cisco Terreros
WoF Founder
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OUR COMMITMENT
It is our commitment to always work hard and market our
WoF project, thus ensuring your investment continues
to increase in value. Our existing strategic partnerships
and our objective of investing in a pro club, in addition
to other project-related plans, have put us on track to
make WoF one of the highest traded NFT projects in the
blockchain.
Transparency: We are working with experts in various
fields, from pro sports to tech investment. We‘ve hired
a highly skilled law firm with a deep knowledge of the
cryto ecosystem, and have tapped some of our most
well regarded professional sports contacts to ensure our
community is always treated with the transparency we
deserve.
A fair project launch: We are committed to a fair project
launch. Aside from a few tokens we have set aside for
marketing purposes and partnership opportunities, no
one in the WoF core company, from developers to artists
to the executive team, will receive any free or special/
unique tokens. All of us will acquire our tokens the same
way our community will, by minting them with our own
personal money/wallets during launch.
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Benefits &

UTILITIES

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP
PROFESSIONAL CLUB

COMMUNITY
From the onset of this project, we
set out to build a strong and ongoing
community of football enthusiasts,
combining the world of crypto and
football. Everything we do starts with
the question, “How will this enhance our
WoF community?” Holding a WoF NFT.
will give you access to a private WoF
discord server in addition to exclusive
WoF real world events.

IN

With a percentage of revenue generated
from the mint, WoF will investing in a
professional football club in the real
world. Holding a WoF NFT will make
you an official „exclusive member“ in
said professional football club. As an
„exclusive member“, you‘ll have the
following privileges:
1. Make you an exlusive member in
said professional football club.
2. Voting opportunities in clubrelated decisions.
3. Access to exclusive member
gifts and discounts in club
merchandising, season or single
tickets and much more.

ACCESS TO OUR STADIUM IN THE
METAVERSE
48 hours after our mint, we will buy land
in the metaverse and begin building our
WoF stadium, where WoF NFT holders will
have exclusive access.

A

4. The opportunity to attend
the exclusive „WoF Club Party“
where you‘ll meet the players and
coaching staff of the club.
5. First access to future releases
and more.
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EVENTS & RAFFLES
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Four (4) lucky WoF NFT holders will
receive a pair of tickets (each) to a 2022
Qatar WC group stages game.

Holding a WoF NFT means you‘ll be
invited to exclusive events, including
but not limited to the following:
WoF World Cup Party
When: November TBD, 2022 (during the
2022 WC in Qatar)
Where: SHOTS Sports Bar in Doha, Qatar
WoF Team Party: Meet the football team
you‘re an investor in!
When and where: TBD

EVOLUTIONS
Through various airdrops, WoF holders
will be able to enhance their NFT.
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WoF

GIVING BACK

UPPER NILE SPORTS
ACADEMY
Football is the world‘s sport, uniting us despite our origins, color of skin or
teams we support.
In 2020, Hanging Cleats and it‘s co-founders, which includes WoF founder
Cisco Terreros, met the director of Upper Nile Sports Academy and have
since been able to donate over 50 balls and much-needed training
equipment. Since then, UNSA and Hanging Cleats come up with the goal
of raising enough funds to assist in the building of the first football pitch
in this refugee camp.
Through our non-profit partner Hanging Cleats, and on behalf of our
members, WoF will make a donation to help build a full pitch in South Sudan
for the kids at the Upper Nile Sports Academy.
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Upper Nile Sports Academy
South Sudan, 2021
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WoF

ROADMAP

Immediately
after the mint,
WoF will deploy a
strategic marketing
campaign to
ensure your
investment begins
to and continues to
increase in value.

Forty-eight
(48) hours after
mint, WoF will
purchase land in
the Metaverse
where we will build
our WoF stadium,
allowing access to
all NFT holders.
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Within two weeks
WoF will begin
negotiations with
leagues/teams for
the WoF investment
in a professional
football club.
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Four weeks from
mint, the first
evolution will be
airdropped to our
WoF NFT holders.
WoF NFT holders‘
raffle for Qatar WC
tickets.
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Following the
success of our
first launch, we
plan to launch
V2, the Women‘s
World Of Football,
where we will
invest in a women‘s
professional
football club.
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Investing in a

FOOTBALL CLUB
Statistics show that

each and every single

sport and how to run a

NFT projects that have

mint will be transferred

successful franchise.

a real-life benefit/utility

to a unique wallet

For that reason, we are

have a much higher

connected to the WoF

confident that once

increase in value than

smart contract. The

fully sold out, with our

those that don’t. Our

funds from said wallet

experience, knowledge

goal is to make sure that

will be used to invest in

and connections in this

your NFT investment

a professional club.

industry, we will be able

continues to increase

to buy a franchise in the

in value by investing

As of January 2022 we

in a pro football club

have had advanced

and managing said

conversations with

When we created this

investment using our

multiple leagues to

project, we kept the

years of experience,

discuss the purchase

community as our #1

knowledge and abilities

of a franchise, thus

priority and we wanted

within the professional

allowing us to fulfill

to ensure that if for

sports industry.

our NFTs’ utility. As

some reason we don’t

you can imagine,

sell out, we can still

For that reason, we set

purchasing a team

fulfill our NFT’s utilities.

out to become the first

isn’t easy as leagues

NFT project to invest in a

and their owners go

For that reason, we

professional sports team

through a thorough

have invested a lot

in the world. But how are

vetting process to

of money, time and

we doing it?

make sure that the

energy in having deep

investment group has a

conversations with

First, A percentage of

deep knowledge in the

real world.
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various clubs around
the world. One of them
has already given us
the green light (and the
legal documentations)
to invest in their club
on behalf of our WoF
community. So, while
we plan to sell out, no
matter if we sell 1 NFT or
20,000, owners of our
WoF NFT will be part of
a pro team’s investment
group.
(Disclaimer: For legal
reasons and signed NonDisclosure Agreements,
as well as the respect
of the club’s current
fanbase, we cannot
disclose the name of the
club at this stage of our
project. However, once
we mint, this information
will be disclosed in
private to our members
first, then consequently
to the general public.)
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A % of the
minted
revenue will
go towards
investing in a
professional
team in the
real world.
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Mint Details &

WoF TEAM

MINT PRICING

MINT DATE

The mint price will be announced at a
later date

Mint date will be announced at a later
date.
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CISCO

MARTIN

USMAN

Founder

Art Director

Sr. Developer

Cisco, a blockchain enthusiast

A technical art direction for

A seasoned blockchain

is a successful serial

games, Martin is one of the

developer with a hyper focus

entrepreneur with 2
 0 years

most successful character

in the ETH network, Usman

of experience in p
 rofessional

designers and 3d modeling

brings his experience to WoF

sports and tech. Most

artist in the field, with deep

after successfully helping 7

recently, Cisco co-founded a

knowledge and understanding

NFT projects launch smoothly.

sports agency, representing

of high-res sculpting and in-

players in various leagues.

game modeling.

AL

NATY

SAM

Investor

Marketing Mgr

3D Artist

Tech investor with 30 years

Naty has successfully

A designer by day and

of investing experience in

helped various NFT projects

football fan (he supports

FinTech and other tech related

be profitable through

Arsenal) by night, Sam‘s

investments throughout his

comprehensive marketing/

unique and creative ideas

portfolio. For the past 13

PR initiatives, working with

bring the WoF captains NFTs

years, Al has left the tech

influencers, professional

to live in a way that no other

industry to invest his time in

athletes and other

person can!

pro football.

partnerships.

JASON

FRISH

ERIC

Public Relations

Community Mgr

Lawyer

Communications Strategist,

Frish is a professional

Eric is a seasoned sports

Style Guy and California

footballer. Prior to his pro

and tech/crypto lawyer with

Dreamer, Jason works on both

days, Frish graduated with

over 20 years of experience

sides of the camera to score

a communications degree,

in sports and crypto world.

media wins for every client he

bringing his knowledge of

We have retained his agency

represents.

the sport to be the liaison

to represent us on the NFT

between our community and

project and the investment of

our team.

a pro club.
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